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The fossil shark teeth comprising these compilation dentitions were
collected by Mike Folmer and arranged by Steve Cunningham. These
teeth of Striatolamia macrota were collected from an Eocene site in
Virginia. We received a number of comparable arrangements from Mike
and Steve. Many thanks for your generosity to CMM!

Saturday, April 25th, 2020.
Club meeting 1pm followed
at 2:30 by a public lecture in
the Harms Gallery. Dr. Kay
Behrensmeyer will speak
on fossils in the making.
A detailed view of some of the small lateral teeth.
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Miocene Diatoms on
Miocene Shark Teeth

Photo by Elizabeth Michiko Ashley (University of
Chicago) of a presumed Miocene diatom on a
Miocene gray shark tooth.
Subject: SEM images from Calvert Cliffs shark tooth
- diatom imprints.
Hi Dr. Godfrey,
My name is Elizabeth Ashley, and I'm
currently a fifth year PhD student (materials/surface
science) at the University of Chicago. I'm reaching
out to you today with some SEM (scanning electron
microscopy) images I collected on a shark tooth that I
picked up off the beach at Long Beach. I've been in
touch with Doug Alves, who recommended that I pass
these along to you. But first, let me provide a bit of
context.
The backstory: I grew up in Calvert County on Long
Beach, and have spent most of my life collecting
fossils (mostly, assorted teeth) from Long Beach
(and/or calvert cliffs state park, flag ponds) as a
hobby. At UChicago, my research revolves around
fabricating
and
characterizing
hybrid
organic/inorganic nanostructures (sub 100 nm), and
as a result I have become something of a superuser on
our SEM. Because of this, I was asked to run SEM
demos this past weekend as a part of a large STEM
outreach day where the general public is invited to see
the labs and do some hands on basic demos.

Since I have so many fossils in my collection, I
offered to clean, gold-coat, and do SEM on a few
shark teeth, not knowing what to expect. I was very
surprised to find what appear to be inorganic imprints
left behind by microorganisms in the serrations of a
tooth (I did not see them on smooth parts of the tooth
or on smooth-edged teeth). After a quick literature
search, I believe that what I saw is an assortment of
diatoms.
I am absolutely not a paleontologist, but as a
Calvert County native who loves Calvert Cliffs and
the insanely cool geologic history of the area, I
thought it would be prudent to reach out to the Calvert
Marine Museum and offer the images I took of
diatoms (?) on a shark tooth from Calvert County. I'm
sure that these fossils, whether they are stuck to a
shark tooth or not, are super well documented in the
literature by this point, but I don't remember seeing
anything like this at the Marine Museum in all the
times I've been there, so perhaps it would be good to
have. I will say that I only looked at a few small teeth
(both smooth and serrated), but I would hypothesize
that many serrated teeth probably have similar
collections of fossil imprints left behind in the
serrations since I suppose those areas are more
protected from gradual wearing down as the teeth are
washed up on the beach.
I've attached a few of my favourite photos to
this email (including a photo of the specimen, circled
in red), but I collected probably a hundred or so. Let
me know if you'd like me to send along a zip
folder/share link. If you have any idea exactly what
these are or what time period they are from, I would
be very interested to know! Thanks for your time the Calvert Marine Museum has been a favourite
location of mine since I was very young, and I'm
excited to (very unintentionally) be in a position to
pass some potentially useful data along.
Best regards,
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Michiko Ashley
University of Chicago
Pritzker School of Molecular Engineering, (Ph.D.
exp. 2020)
University of Maryland, College Park
Materials Science and Engineering (B.S. 2013)

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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From the Editor to Elizabeth…
Dear Elizabeth,
Firstly, congratulations on being a Ph.D. student at
the University of Chicago!
What you’ve sent to me is very interesting and I would
love to receive digital copies of the other photos that
you took. WeTransfer works well for large files.
They certainly look like diatoms, and I assume that
they are Miocene diatoms, but a diatom expert should
have a look see. I have been corresponding with
Stefano Barone at the Diatom Lab in Italy so I will
forward the images to him for his opinion.
This is very cool stuff. I assume that the diatoms
populated the tooth after it had been shed from the
shark’s mouth and as it rested in sediment on the
ocean floor. Do you think that the diatoms are
attached to the tooth or just in a thin film of sediment
that originally coated the tooth?
I am including a copy of our fossil club newsletter,
The Ecphora. It comes out quarterly and I would be
happy to add you to my emailing list. You don’t need
to be a member of our fossil club to receive this
newsletter. It would be great to include your
comments and photos of the diatoms in the next issue
(April 2020) if you are okay with that. You would be
given full credit.
Best,
Stephen
Stephen J. Godfrey PhD
Curator of Paleontology
Elizabeth Responds…

to clean them fairly rigorously. I sonicated them in 30
min each of acetone, then isopropyl alcohol, then
deionized water, ran a 30s oxygen plasma etch (which
etches away organic material), then dehydrated them
in a 120 C oven for an hour. After this I sputtered a
thin film of gold so they could be imaged without
electronic charging. In my opinion, those diatom
structures that I see on the surface are very well
attached to the tooth because they survived a pretty
rigorous cleaning process. There is a lot of other
"junk" around the diatoms in these serrations,
however- possibly very well attached bits of sediment
from the layer in which the tooth was
fossilized. Perhaps it is possible that this sediment
(and the diatoms in it) can become covalently bonded
to the tooth during the fossilization process. I never
collect fossils directly from the cliffs, and only pick
up ones I find washed up on the beach or in the water,
so I think a loosely attached sedimentary film is
unlikely.
I'm kind of interested to look at other serrated
teeth in my collection to see if I can find more diatoms
(or other microscopic fossil remains) lurking in the
serrations. In any case, I've sent you a shared link to
the folder of images though Box (which is the
UChicago standard for file sharing). I think you
should be able to access the photos through this link,
but let me know if you can't and I'll try sending them
another way.
Thanks for the info about The Ecphora - I'd be
happy both to join the mailing list and to contribute
some images and comments to the April edition. And
thank you for reaching out to the Italian diatom lab I'm excited to make some contribution to something
so far outside of my primary field, and interested to
learn what they might be. Let me know if there are
other questions I can help answer.

Hi Stephen,
I am excited to hear that the photos are
interesting! I was certainly blown away by the
Best,
nanostructures formed by these organisms. Much of
Elizabeth
my research is nanofabrication in the 10-50 nm scale,
so it is extra impressive to see something so ornate
Elizabeth Michiko Ashley
and so small that would basically be impossible to
University of Chicago
fabricate with modern lithography equipment.
Pritzker School of Molecular Engineering, (Ph.D.
My guess is the same as yours- the diatoms
exp. 2020)
became attached to the tooth during the
University of Maryland, College Park
sedimentation/fossilization
process,
but
not
Materials Science and Engineering (B.S. 2013)
before. To comment on how attached they are: in
order to prepare the samples for SEM imaging, I had
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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The shark tooth (circled in red) from which the images
of diatoms were taken.

Photos of Miocene diatoms taken and submitted by E.
Ashley. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Dr. Kent Donates Again…

Huge Stingray Dental Plate

Mike Ellwood found this very impressive stingray
dental plate, from Pteromylaeus sp., along Calvert
Cliffs. Notice that the crushing surface is convex in
this view. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Poor Judgment

Once again, this year, Dr. Bretton Kent (University
of Maryland) donated a large portion of his fossil
shark tooth collection to the Calvert Marine Museum.
We are thrilled to have this important research
collection as an addition to our holdings. Photo by S.
Godfrey. ☼

Crossing the Log
Below is a link to trail camera footage of animals that
crossed over a river log for an entire year. It is some
AMAZING nature footage. Even the credits at the end
are worth the viewing.
https://twistedsifter.com/videos/animals-crossinglogcompilation/?fbclid=IwAR3mo0VqjLnv9WmJo71M
JjAouJAX-mgs6AIUcbpHVp8NIaxGU4m6y4eAv0#.XmUKWk5koyU.facebook

An interesting picture of two striped bass from our
last camping trip. Someone’s hunger was bigger than
their mouth could handle. Reminds me of some of the
fossil fish from the Green River Formation.
This photo was taken at Jane’s Island State Park over
on the Eastern shore of MD back in Late October.
Text and photo submitted by M. Ellwood. ☼

Giant Freshwater Turtle Found
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/2020/02/1
3/giant-turtle-fossil/

Submitted by D. Alves. ☼
Submitted by L. Hanna. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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From the CMMFC Vice-President

Miocene Sperm Whale Tooth

Good Day Fossil Club members!
Our
President, Paul Murdoch, asked me to do a write-up
for the President’s Column, since he has had other
obligations and could not be at the last two meetings.
No, it wasn’t a coup! Paul had obligations.
The last two meetings have been well
attended. Seeing all the visitors and new people, who
have decided to become members, has been
wonderful! More people, more interest, leads to new
discoveries. More volunteers! Ah, yes, there is a
method to my madness!
Think about volunteering in the future. I don’t
think perfection is mandatory, otherwise I would have
never been President five times, vice-president and
treasurer of the club for (I don’t remember) number of
years. And I love the Devonian! Okay, there are
many things wrong with me, but I think I can safely
say for Paul and myself, we love the Paleontology
Department at CMM, the Fossil club and all who
come to the meetings to advance the knowledge to be
gained under the guise of fun!
At the last meeting we had a great lecture by
Augusta “Gussie” Maccracken on fossil insect
herbivory. So many types of herbivory, I’ll never
look at leaves in the same way again!

Cave Bear Lower Jaw

We have many fossil club trips coming up this
month. The trip schedule is in this issue of The
Ecphora. Thanks to Bill Moher for informing the
club about a site in upstate New York with fossilbearing layers.
Sounds like Devonian!
We
appreciate Bill bringing this site to the club’s
attention. Although this organization focuses on the
Miocene, we have in the past had trips to
Carboniferous and Devonian sites.
I hope all remain safe and sound.
Submitted by Grenda Dennis, VP of CMMFC. ☼

Both the local Miocene sperm whale tooth and the
Romanian Pleistocene cave bear lower left jaw were
donated to the Calvert Marine Museum by Sue Jones
in honor of her late husband William Philip Jones.
He was an avid collector of all things natural. Photos
by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Pristine Monster Meg

on this no-till farm. Signup by email to
robertertman@msn.com Here's a link to a nice write
up about one of our trips to a nearby site:
http://viewsofthemahantango.blogspot.com/2011/08/
petrified-wood-from-delaware.html
Saturday, April 25th, 2020. Club meeting 1pm
followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the Harms
Gallery. Dr. Kay Behrensmeyer (Paleobiology at the
National Museum of Natural History, The
Smithsonian Institution) will speak on fossils in the
making.

I had the privilege to hold this huge meg tooth
recently. It will likely end up in a private collection.
Lucky person! Hand by fossil dealer, photo by S.
Godfrey. ☼

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Saturday, March 21: Odessa, DE. This is a John
Wolf Memorial Trip. Meetup 9:45-10:00 AM near
Middletown, DE (instructions sent after signup).
We’ll move on to the farm in Odessa to walk the fields
and collect petrified wood (cypress), probably
originally deposited in the Cretaceous or Paleocene
Rancocas Group and later redeposited in a Pleistocene
bed. (Thanks to Dr. Earl Manning, DVPS member,
for correcting our previous description of the petrified
wood as being Pleistocene.) No special equipment is
necessary; in fact, you should leave your tools at
home so that we do not do anything to cause erosion

Sunday, May 10: Purse State Park. Aquia
Formation, Late Paleocene. This site is on the
Potomac River in Charles County, MD. Well known
for abundant crocodile, ray, Otodus sp., and
Striatolamia sp. teeth, and internal molds of the
gastropod Turritella sp. (more than you can carry
out). Access to the site requires a moderate hike
through the woods, and sometimes rather strenuous
hiking and climbing over trees along the water's edge.
When we get to the Potomac we will all turn left and
walk south along the river to the most productive
areas (there will be small sand shark teeth all along
the
way).
Signup
by
email
to
robertertman@msn.com by the day before the
trip. We’ll meet at the park at noon; detailed
directions sent after signup. High tide (Liverpool
Point) at 10:16 AM & the water level should be fine
by the time we walk to the collecting area (low tide at
4:32 PM, sunset at 8:10 PM). Take a look at what you
can
find: http://www.fossilguy.com/sites/potomac/index.
htm
Saturday, September 12th, 2020. Club meeting 1pm
followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the Harms
Gallery. Dr. Matt Carrano (Paleobiology at the
National Museum of Natural History, The
Smithsonian Institution) will speak on dinosaurs.

Saturday, November 14th, 2020. Annual potluck
lunch and Club meeting at 12 noon in the Harms
Gallery followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the
Harms Gallery. Dr. Dale Greenwalt (Paleobiology at
the National Museum of Natural History, The
Smithsonian Institution) will speak on the
preservation of blood in the fossil record. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Crustacean Coprolites

Toothy Dental Plate

John Nance found this lovely indurated Miocene
burrow infilled with the diagnostic elongate
“rectangular” crab coprolites. Hand by M.
Baughman, photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Brian Bartron found this fish pharyngeal tooth plate
along Calvert Cliffs and it was donated to CMM by
Thomas Bradfield. It is the third pharyngobranchial
in occlusal view of Sciaenops sp. (the red drum fish).
See Figure 3.12 in the Smthsonian Contributions to
Paleobiology Volume 100. Unlike the one figured in
that publication, this tooth plate preserves many
teeth. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

The Chibanian Age
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/a-uniquegeological-event-in-japan-nearly-800000-years-agogets-a-name-the-chibanianage/2020/02/14/02f5c9e2-4863-11ea-bc788a18f7afcee7_story.html

CAPITALSAURUS Wit Ale

Submitted by D. Alves. ☼

Open Access Images at the
Smithsonian
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonianinstitution/smithsonian-releases-28-million-imagespublic-domain-180974263/
Submitted by C. Crane. ☼

Something to wet your whistle. Apparently, Dr. Peter
Kranz never officially described this dinosaur
according to current standards, meaning
that "Capitalsaurus" is an informal name and not a
scientific designation for the dinosaur. Read more at
the Smithsonian Magazine reference included below.
Photo submitted by P. Kranz.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/capitalsaurus-a-dc-dinosaur-90370223/☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Australian Paleo Superlatives
At this year’s annual meeting of the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology in Brisbane, Australia, Dr. Michael Archer
(from the PANGEA Research Center in Sydney Australia), gave a presentation on famous firsts or superlatives in
Australian paleontology. In the coming issues of The Ecphora, I will include one or more of his PowerPoint slides
that he sent to me for this purpose.

(From left to right) Rich Cafiero, Rick Merwin, and
Michael Archer in 1963 on their Chesapeake Bay
Expedition. Photographer unknown.

Dr. Michael Archer more recently on an expedition
to Riversleigh, Australia (now a World Heritage Area
and Australia’s most famous fossil locality).

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Calvert Marine Museum Fossil
Club Meeting Minutes from
22 February 2020
The meeting was called to order at 1:10 p.m. by Vice
President Grenda Dennis.
Grenda welcomed a visitor, John Vertes.
Minutes from the 16 Nov 2019 were not read
but were accepted after Grenda explained she had not
yet discussed the rolling membership idea with Paul
Murdoch (President) from the previous meeting.
Christa Conant, Treasurer and Membership
Chair, provided her report spanning July 1, 2019 thru
the present. Total income is $665.00 stemming from
membership dues, $230.00, 41 paid, 16 life members,
and fundraising, $435.00. Expenses totaled $47.00 for
postage. The club has a balance of $5639.71.
Then Christa brought up the $1500.00
payment for the summer internship in the
Paleontology Department. The payment is due in June
of 2020. Christa was concerned with preserving a
balance that could support the summer internship and
the club’s needs. Discussion ensued regarding the
club’s obligation to provide funds for the program, a
possible adjustment, and ideas how the club could still
pay the internship at the present rate. Further
discussion is required. Tabled for our next meeting.
Field Trip agenda:
21 Mar 2020: Odessa, Delaware. Petrified Cypress
wood.
28 Mar 2020: Driftwood Beach at CRE. Turritella,
Ecphora, and bivalves.
28 Mar 2020: Stratford Hall. Contact club president
Paul Murdoch.
10 May 2020: Purse State Park. Otodus, ray and
crocodile teeth, internal Turritella molds.
Bill Moher mentioned a site in upstate New
York (my favorite place). He has made friends with
a man who owns acres of land with fossil-bearing
rock, probably Devonian. This friend said that he

would be glad to host the Fossil Club. The club will
pursue.
Paleo Report:
Dr. Stephen Godfrey said that he had
received two completed chapters for Volume 2 on the
Geology and Vertebrate Paleontology of Calvert
Cliffs. Presently, he is compiling the plates for the
bird chapter that will be coauthored by Drs. Storrs
Olson and Pamela Rasmussen. Stephen said that a
turtle skull was recently found by John Nance in the
Cliffs. It is only the second skull of its kind to be
found.
Kyle Grimsley has made a donation of two
dolphin skulls to the museum. It is believed these
skulls represent two new types of dolphins. Stephen
is working on their identifications and on including
them in the review chapter on the Miocene dolphins
from along Calvert Cliffs.
David Bohaska of the Smithsonian spoke
about a new exhibit at the Smithsonian American Art
Museum on Alexander Von Humboldt, His World of
Nature. The exhibit will include the Lost Mastodon
better known as Peale's Mastodon. This Mastodon
was supposedly lost during World War II and has now
been brought back to America. The exhibit runs from
20 Mar 2020 thru Aug 2020.
Aurora, NC Fossil Festival is 22-24 May
2020, Memorial Day weekend.
North Carolina Fossil Fair will be 7 Nov 2020
in Greensboro, NC.
Stephen introduced our guest speaker:
Our guest speaker for today is Sarah Augusta
“Gussie” Maccracken, from the University of
Maryland and the Smithsonian. Her lecture will be
on “The Inconspicuous Lives of Ancient Insects:
Fossil Evidence of Insect Herbivory on Plants”.
Old Business:
Ruler design is progressing.
Elections: The only position open is for a
secretary. David Bohaska was nominated to run as
secretary in the next election.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:45 pm. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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World’s Largest Coprolite

Carcharodon hastalis Model Hung

Calvert Marine Museum staff and volunteers hoist the
model of Carcharodon (Isurus) hastalis into place over
the Museum’s store. The model was a gift from the
Bruce Museum in Greenwich, Connecticut. We are
very grateful for their generosity. ☼

Mystery Bone
George Frandsen holds his prize coprolite. Photo
submitted by G. Frandsen.
“For over 20 years, the Poozeum’s founder, George
Frandsen, explored the earth looking for the world’s
largest true coprolite (fossilized poop). His goal was
to find a specimen larger than the Royal
Saskatchewan Museum’s 44 cm by 16 cm (17.3 in by
6.3 in) Tyrannosaurus rex coprolite…
George kicked off 2020 by acquiring a
massive, freshly discovered, coprolite from South
Dakota, USA. This new specimen is substantially
longer than the Canadian coprolite, but has a similar
width. This new coprolite specimen was named
Barnum and it was added to the Poozeum’s Guinness
World Record holding collection of fossilized poop.
George will now loan this eye-wateringly huge T. rex
coprolite to museums around the world, so that people
will have the opportunity to see one of the rarest and
most thought-provoking fossils on earth.”
Text taken from https://poozeum.com/t-rex-poop,
many thanks George.
Learn more at: https://poozeum.com/t-rex-poop ☼

Gary Grimsley found this unusual carpal or tarsal
bone but we cannot identify it. Any suggestions? ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Excavations along the Cliffs
Recently, the Museum excavated two specimen from
the Choptank Formation along Calvert Cliffs.

From left to right, Taylor Swanson and Tee Smith
help excavate a small baleen whale partial skull from
the cliffs north of Matoaka along Calvert Cliffs. It is
very unusual for us to find any bone in Bed 17 of the
Choptank Formation. This specimen was brought to
our attention by Stephen Groff. Photo by S. Godfrey.
On the same day that we excavated the small baleen
whale partial skull, we also excavated a dolphin
partial lower jaw. Here Stephen Groff begins to dig
the hole around the front end of the mandible. The
ever keen eyes of John Nance first spotted this
specimen. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Paleo enthusiasts that day included (from left to right)
Tee Smith, John Nance, Stephen Groff, Paul
Murdoch, Nancy Borick, Stephen Godfrey, Taylor
Swanson, and Bill Prochownik.

Photo by R. Smith of one of the excavations. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Skull of Araeodelphis Found

Unusual Sternum

Here is another one of Gary Grimsley’s finds…an
unusual sternal element. Any ideas what animal this
came from? ☼

Sediment Samples

Kyle Grimsley found this skull of Araeodelphis
natator locally. This nicely preserved skull belongs to
the platanistid dolphin family. It is a relative of the
living Ganges River dolphin. It is the most complete
skull of this species. Only three representative of this
species are known and it is the first to preserve its
periotic (the bone that held the inner ear complex;
figured with the skull). Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

From left to right, Dr. Ralph Eshelman, Stephen
Groff, John Nance and Dr. Stephen Godfrey
collecting sediment samples for a study on the local
geology. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Possible Tarpon Vertebra

Bill Moher found this left half of a small whale atlas
and donated it to CMM. Thank you! What makes it
especially interesting is the hole close to the center of
the concave cotyle. The opening gives every
appearance of it having been the site of an infection
within the bone that was eating away at its interior.
Yes, it would have been painful for the whale. Photo
by S. Godfrey. ☼

Dinosaur Footprint Donated

A first of its kind from Southern Maryland. This
possible tarpon vertebra was collected locally by
Gary Grimsley. Many thanks to Dr. Giorgio
Carnevale for assisting with its identification. ☼

Miocene Pathological Whale Atlas

Sue Jones donated this dinosaur footprint fossil to the
Calvert Marine Museum in memory of her husband
William Philip Jones. It originated in the Culpeper
region of Virginia. It most closely resembles the
ichnogenus Grallator, three-toed prints made by small
theropod dinosaurs (below). Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Image from:
https://www.nps.gov/dino/learn/nature/dinosaurs.ht
m ☼
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, and John Nance for
proofreading this edition.
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